Pittsburgh International Airport was named *Airport of the Year* by *Air Transport World Magazine*. *National Geographic Traveller* says that Pittsburgh’s culinary scene is a reason to visit in 2017. *CNBC* named Pittsburgh the 2nd best city for millennials. *Travel + Leisure* says Pittsburgh is one of the best cities for architecture. *Huffington Post* says Pittsburgh is among 10 cities where techies should consider moving. Pittsburgh was featured among 50 worldwide destinations in *Travel and Leisure’s Best Places to Travel in 2016*. *Zagat* named Pittsburgh as the No. 1 Food City.

On a list of different countries, states and cities, Pittsburgh was named *America's Most Underrated City*, and was ranked number 4 out of the 17 best places to travel in 2017 by *Harper’s BAZAAR*. Pittsburgh continues to be recognized as a premiere travel destination. With a piping hot culinary scene, impressive arts, cultural attractions, a sports community like no other and so much more, it is obvious to see why everyone is talking about Mighty. Beautiful. Pittsburgh.
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PREMIER TRAVEL DESTINATION

“#4 Destination In The World.”
- Harper’s BAZAAR